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Although AutoCAD has been
an established product since

1982, its current version
number is AutoCAD 2020. As

of May 2018, all major
release upgrades are
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product version-based:
AutoCAD 2020. When the
product was first released,

the product was sold only as
a desktop-based program. In

1992, AutoCAD was also
released as a Web browser-

based program that
connects users to their

AutoCAD drawings from any
Internet-connected

computer. AutoCAD is often
used for drafting and 2D-

and 3D-modeling. Its direct
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competitors include Google
SketchUp and BIM 360

Design. AutoCAD has in the
past been reported to be the

most widely used CAD
software on the planet,[1]
although this is more often
attributed to the fact that it
is bundled with Windows.
Unlike some desktop CAD
applications, AutoCAD is a
complete product that has

developed from the desktop
version to a web-based
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version, and is available as a
desktop app for Windows

and macOS, and a web app
for Windows, macOS,

Android, iOS, and
BlackBerry. AutoCAD is also
available as a mobile app for
iOS, Android, and Windows

10 Mobile. AutoCAD is
available in multiple
editions. The latest

commercial release is
AutoCAD 2020, introduced in

2017. Its previous major
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release was AutoCAD 2010
(released on August 3,

2009), which was the last
desktop-only release.

Autodesk's AutoCAD and
AutoCAD LT are line-drawing
applications that create and
edit two-dimensional design
drawings. AutoCAD is also

capable of 2D and 3D
modeling and architectural

and engineering
documentation and can be
used for creating 3D model
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data and interactive 3D
visualizations. An integrated

version of AutoCAD LT is
designed for the creation of

technical drawings and
architectural designs.

AutoCAD is a very popular
product with CAD users.

History AutoCAD was first
released by Autodesk on
December 6, 1982 as a

commercial desktop
product. It started as a

program that was integrated
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into the operating system
and ran under the MS-DOS
operating system. It was

compatible with all common
microcomputer graphics

cards. The program ran as a
single task, and the user had

to be connected to the
computer through the

graphics terminal. Most
previous commercial CAD
systems ran on mainframe

computers or
minicomputers, with each
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CAD operator working at a
separate graphics terminal.

Auto

AutoCAD Crack+ With Key

Application Programming
Interface (API) AutoCAD
supports programming
interfaces in four major

programming languages:
Visual Basic for Applications

(VBA), Visual LISP,
ObjectARX, and AutoCAD. A
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complete API tutorial for VBA
is available from the
Autodesk Exchange.

AutoLISP has been replaced
by Visual LISP which is no
longer available for the

newer versions of AutoCAD,
Autodesk Exchange Apps,
and AutoCAD Architecture.

Visual LISP is a programming
language that allows VBA
programmers to add new

automation and code to the
engine, and it runs from the
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same location as AutoCAD
and has the same

architecture. Visual LISP also
enables a faster execution of

macros by being
programmed on the fly

rather than being written in
the LISP programming

language. VLISP is no longer
available for new

installations and for future
releases. AutoLISP and

Visual LISP are also available
as standalone installers. A
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complete API tutorial for
AutoCAD's Visual LISP is

available from the Autodesk
Exchange. ObjectARX is

AutoCAD's C++ class library,
which was also the base for:
products extending AutoCAD

functionality to specific
fields creating products such

as AutoCAD Architecture,
AutoCAD Electrical, AutoCAD
Civil 3D third-party AutoCAD-
based application, and many
others. It was discontinued
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by Autodesk on August 9,
2019. History In 1982,

graphics programmer Chuck
Hull developed a simple tool
called Draw, which allowed
users to draw curves and

lines by clicking on them. A
year later, Hull and his

colleagues at Apple
Computer began work on a

new product, QuickCAD,
which could be installed on a

PC and used for simple
drafting. QuickCAD was
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released in the summer of
1983 and generated a

strong positive response.
1983 By the end of 1983,
two Autodesk employees,

David H. Young and Elmer K.
Chow, rewrote Draw into an

AutoCAD compatible
graphics engine, called R14.
1985 In 1985, the company
merged with the Autodesk

Corporation. 1993 On May 6,
1993, AutoCAD 2.0 was
released. This version
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introduced a new
architecture called

Component Object Model
(COM), and a new model

document for CAD called the
Drawing Package. 1994 On
November 6, ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Crack+ [Mac/Win]

Select File > New and
Create a new file. Then enter
the name and choose the
file type as a.vtx file. From
the Import > Vector
Graphics tab, select the
following vector file and then
click OK. {{{#!qbk {\rtf1\an
si\ansicpg1252\cocoartf1187
\cocoasubrtf340
{\fonttbl\f0\fswiss\fcharset0
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\f1\fs22\lang1033 \loch
\f1\fs24\lang1033 The
Autodesk AutoCAD files
supplied with this kit \r\
\f1\fs22\lang1033 \loch
\f1\fs24\lang1033 \loch
\f1\fs22\lang1033 do not
contain a complete set of
AutoCAD drawings.\r\
\f1\fs22\lang1033 \loch
\f1\fs24\lang1033 \loch
\f1\fs22\lang1033 The files
supplied are just the initial
set needed to create\r\
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\f1\fs22\lang1033 \loch
\f1\fs24\lang1033 \loch
\f1\fs22\lang1033 the
needed dimensions, so that
you can get your own set of
AutoCAD drawings.\r\
\f1\fs22\lang1033 \loch
\f1\fs24\lang1033 \loch \f1

What's New In?

Make the transition between
paper and design more
seamless: design software is
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meant to take advantage of
the benefits of design on
paper and vice versa, and
AutoCAD supports this
seamless workflow. (video:
1:15 min.) Markups can be
quickly accessed in any
document on any computer.
Markups for multiple
projects are consolidated
and synchronized across
computers and platforms. A
new version of Markup
Manager simplifies adding,
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editing, searching and
managing your collections of
markups. (video: 1:15 min.)
The Markup and Assist
functionality is part of the
new Cloud Workflows
feature. It enables you to
share workflows and
customizations with
colleagues, while retaining
complete control over the
workflow. (video: 1:15 min.)
Markups are a powerful
feature, and the new edition
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makes them even more
powerful and interactive.
They can be attached to
documents, drawn objects
and layers. (video: 1:25
min.) Smart fill and fill
analysis: Be more productive
by improving your fill and
creating intelligent forms.
Smart fill can be used to
automatically draw
appropriate geometric
shapes around common
content found in a drawing,
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such as dimensions and
fillets. (video: 1:28 min.)
With new Fill Analysis and
Smart Fill, you can detect
these common content and
automatically create the
geometric shapes required
to make your design robust
and professional. (video:
1:29 min.) In addition to the
new feature, AutoCAD offers
many new improvements,
including these: Face and
Eye picking: You are more
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productive when you can
quickly and accurately select
faces and eyes for your
model. Whether you’re
drafting a model from the
ground up or using 3D file
formats, face and eye
picking enables you to select
desired components quickly
and easily, as well as
remove unwanted parts.
New face and eye picking
options: See the 3D surface
of your model. The new
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selection behavior in the
Paint Bucket tool now allows
you to accurately pick out
desired surfaces on your
model, and to quickly and
easily remove unwanted
surfaces. Find your own
style with pattern brushes:
Pattern brushes make it
possible to create your own
brushes. Use them to create
custom patterns or patterns
that match your personal
style. It’s easy to create your
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own pattern brush. Use it to
automatically create
patterns for parts of your
model, or create patterns
that match your personal
style. Seamless 3D printing:
With Seamless
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System Requirements:

Storage : 16 GB RAM : 1 GB
Note: The minimum amount
of RAM is the required to run
the game in full screen. To
run the game in windowed
mode, please consider at
least 2 GB of RAM. 3.2.5 - 17
Aug 2017 - Fixed a crash in
the speech mechanic. - In
the main menu, you can now
choose the difficulty level. -
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Fixed the audio. - You can
now use the directional pad
to move. - Redesigned the
interface. -
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